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Overview of event Who’s Not At The Table?: Building Research Capacity for Underserved Communities in Engineering
This NSF sponsored working conference brought together experts from around the
country to contribute to the development of a national research agenda for broadening
engineering participation by persons self-identifying as:

❖ Persons with disabilities ❖ Persons of LGBTQ+ identity
❖ Veterans
❖ Low income/first-generation persons
• 70 participants from around the country represented multiple levels in the education
system - from pre-college, two-year, and four-year colleges - as well as diverse
stakeholders perspectives including researchers, educators, administrators, practitioners,
and other thought leaders from a variety of disciplines relevant to broadening
participation
• Working conference held Oct 30-Nov 1, 2016 in Clemson, SC

Throughout the event, participants contributed to rich dialogues about their work related to
these communities - honoring the complex interactions and intersections of the numerous
identities many engineers hold, while simultaneously identifying that which cuts across the
experiences of persons in these communities.
Participants shared the experience and knowledge that informs their own
work by contributed to conversations centered on 5 discussion threads:
1. What theories inform your work?
2. What research methods inform your work?
3. What research questions inform your work?
4. What educational practices or experiences inform your research?
5. What are the things you with you knew better to do your educational practice better?

Increasing Impact & Evaluation of Goals
We hired an external evaluator to ensure the project goals aligned with the activities - many of these goals center on
ultimately increasing impact at local and national levels:
• Promote Inclusion in Engineering: promote effective teaching and learning, broaden participation of underrepresented groups in engineering, and cultivate collaboration between researchers and bridge the researcherpractitioner divide.
• Establish a National Research Agenda to Support Further Research: assist researchers in shaping projects, seeking
research funding, implementing findings, and/or developing project evaluations related to broadening participation
in engineering.
• Develop Processes and Practices for Hosting Inclusive Events: promote awareness and adoption of inclusive
practices for meetings and events within and beyond the scientific community
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• Promote Network Cultivation: Social Network Analysis evaluation demonstrated increased network connections among participants; all
participants established new connections (green lines) and a significant number of new connections were made across the entire group.
Activities facilitated the exchange of information and resources among participants
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Developing a National Research Agenda:
A Data Collection and Community Engagement Model
Introduction
This paper summarizes a recent effort to create a research agenda for an underdeveloped area of
study in the scholarship of STEM higher education: The underrepresentation in engineering
education of persons identifying as LGBTQ or disabled, as low-income or first generation
college-goers (LIFG), or as veterans. While women and persons of color have routinely been the
subjects of such studies, the experiences of the above-mentioned marginalized groups are still
only rarely highlighted in STEM research. Through a meeting of around eighty researchers and
practitioners, the authors sought to make the impediments to and value of such expanded
research foci clear, and to outline specific directions such research might take. Above all, the
organizers of this working conference, Who’s Not at the Table?: Building Research Capacity for
Underserved Communities in Engineering (NSF grant #EEC 1551605) that ran over one-and-ahalf days in fall of 2016 at Clemson University, sought to support an open and iterative
collective effort: To bring the voices of those concerned with such study into a systematic and
productive encounter.
Part of this project centered on the selection of participants eager to reflect on the directions their
research had taken and might take in the future, and to assure that a wide range of student and
faculty subject-populations would be represented in our conversation. A focus on intersectional
analyses, stressing the shifting and contingent nature of identity, meant that participants would
be asked to consider the most fundamental features of their work and the conditions of
“diversity” study and publication. We selected participants who seemed excited about such
challenges. We also established an advisory board of individuals interested in these approaches
and willing to lead the work of this group, and brought in an evaluator who would recognize our
cross-subject concerns and iterative intentions. Both the content and structures of the meeting
were intended to allow indeterminacy regarding identity categories; we sought to support open,
intersectional conceptualizations including sexuality and ability, and LIFG or veteran statuses.
Yet, we also made a priority of practical outcomes in the form of new research emphases and
formats. In hopes of ongoing connections and collaborations following the meeting, we
recognized identifiable next steps would need to be articulated. This paper captures both features
of our work on this meeting as reflected in the exercises, pacing, and immediate outcomes of the
meeting.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: first, we provide an overview of the model
we developed to engage the community in developing a research agenda, then we outline how
we developed and organized sessions of this working conference to collect necessary feedback
(data), and finally we detail how we moved from collecting ideas and feedback from participants
to engaging them in the analysis of this data as the first steps of the research agenda creation.

Proceedings of the
Who's Not at the Table Conference
The Who’s Not at the Table Conference brought “to the table” scholars, practitioners, policy makers, and other
thought leaders from diverse fields and from across the United States. The goal was to develop a national
research agenda for broadening participation in engineering fields by engaging more people from
underrepresented, underserved, and undercounted groups, including
• people with disabilities;
• veterans;
• low income/first-generation (LIFG) college students; and
• individuals who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or queer (LGBTQ).

Pre conference

Current and Future Work

Project Products

Workshop participants addressed critical research questions around the experiences of underserved and
understudied communities including questions suggested by intersectional inquiries. The one and one-half day
conference was held at Clemson University on October 31 – November 1, 2016. Participants also engaged in
online discussions both before and after the on-site meeting. For information about who attended the
conference, consult the Conference Participants section of these proceedings.
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About the Who’s Not at the Table Project
This Broadening Participation in Engineering (BPE) project is funded by the National Science Foundation
(NSF, grant #EEC-1551402). The goal of the project is to build capacity to conduct formal research on
broadening participation of LGBTQ, LIFG, veterans and people with disabilities. The desire is to create a
landscape where research on the participation of these groups is
• popularized (i.e., gaining more research practitioners from more communities),
• legitimized (i.e., made reasonable and welcome among other engineering education research topics), and
• enriched (i.e., made more rigorous and extensive in its critical aims).
The objectives of the project are to
• develop an understanding of how to increase research capacity in the area of broadening participation of
underrepresented, underserved, and undercounted groups;
• conduct a conference of individuals representing a wide range of stakeholder groups who will contribute to
the project goal;
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Participants were asked to identify
which session or session(s) were
most effective in building their own
networks related to broadening
participation in engineering. Highly
interactive formal and informal
sessions/activities including the
participant poster session and
conference meals were identified as
making the most significant
contributions to network building
(Figure 5).
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Most effective in building your network
Participant Posters
Conference Meals with other…
Conference Threads Break out…
Craft a Proposal Title
Data Analysis and Concept Mapping
Structured Time for Reflection
Panel of Champions: Conference…
Research/Practice Cycle and…
Pulling it all Together
Backwards Brain Bicycle Video and…
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Figure 5. Participants' perceptions of extent to which individual sessions effectively
built participant networks.

Made valuable contributions to the conference goals
Data Analysis and Concept Mapping
Conference Threads Break out Session…
Craft a Proposal Title
Participant Posters
Structured Time for Reflection
Conference Meals with other attendees
Panel of Champions: Conference Threads
Pulling it all Together
Research/Practice Cycle and…
Backwards Brain Bicycle Video and…

Participants were asked to
identify a session or session(s) in
which they made valuable
contributions to the conference
goals. A majority of participants
indicated that they contributed
significantly to conference goals
via their participation in the data
analysis and concept mapping
session and during the
conference thread break out
session as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Participants' perceptions of extent to which individual sessions provided opportunity
for contributions to conference goals.

Felt that your input was highly valued by other
participants
Participants were asked to identify a
session or session(s) in which they felt
Data Analysis and Concept Mapping
their input was highly valued by other
Craft a Proposal Title
participants. A majority of participants
Participant Posters
Conference Threads Break out…
indicated that their input was affirmed in
Conference Meals with other…
the data analysis and concept mapping,
Panel of Champions: Conference…
craft a proposal title sessions, and during
Structured Time for Reflection
Backwards Brain Bicycle Video and…
the participant poster sharing session as
Research/Practice Cycle and…
shown in Figure 7. Further, no participant
Pulling it all Together
reported feeling as though her/his input
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was undervalued in any session or
Figure 7. Participants' perceptions of extent to which individual sessions affirmed
interaction with other participants.
the value of participants' input.
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